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Abstract: The surface subsidence caused by coal mining is a large area, and computer simulation
is a fast and intuitive method, which can help us understand the macroscopic subsidence law.
The mined-out area left over by coal mining is not disposed of appropriately for a long time. Thus,
it can easily cause ground subsidence, collapse, or spot cracking, especially when mining multiple
coal seams, which seriously restricts the construction and safety of the near-surface rock and soil
layers. Based on the engineering background of five-layer coal mining in the Beibu Coal Mine
of Laiwu City, a “Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3D” numerical calculation model was
established. The model was used to analyze the surface deformation indexes of four groups with
different mining sequences in multiple coal seams, revealing the sequence effects of mining time on
the surface deformation law in the goaf collapse areas, hence obtaining optimal mining sequences.
The results showed that the four groups of mining sequences (including vertical settlement and
horizontal deformation) have stable surface deformation centers, but the deformation ranges and
amounts are quite different. The settlement deformation is the main difference. Mining sequence I
has the largest deformation of 62.7 cm, followed by mining sequence III. Mining sequences II and IV
are basically the same, at only 22% of the value of mining sequence 1. A multi-index analysis of the
surface deformation curve including the inflection point, stagnation point, and slope showed that the
larger the surface deformation, the more evident the change of the curve (concave or convex) and
slope, the more uneven the foundation stress, the more severe the damage to the surface structures,
and the less suitable the surface construction. Finally, upon analyzing the indicators of surface
stability and adaptability, mining sequence IV was indicated as the optimal scheme. It is suggested
that an optimal mining sequence should be appropriately selected before the mining of multiple coal
seams. The research results can provide effective guidance for addressing surface deformations under
similar geological conditions, and can provide scientific evaluations for the safety and stability of
surface buildings and structures, leading to considerable economic and social benefits.

Keywords: multi-seam goaf collapse area; surface deformation; deformation indicator; mining timing;
building fitness
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1. Introduction

As coal is the main component of China’s energy structure, intensive human activities are still
required for underground mining. Influenced by geological technologies of deposits and their history,
illegal and irregular mining has left a large number of mining areas that have not been safely managed.
This has led to an increase in surface collapses and cracking of the mining areas, reduction in the
utilization rate of the mining resources, restriction on the construction of the surface and near-surface
rock layer in the mining area, and seriously affected production, lives, and social stability [1–3]. As an
example, Figure 1 depicts a disaster situation in residential quarters on the surface above the goaf of
the Beibu coal mine in Laiwu City, with cracks on the walls, and the foundations damaged to varying
degrees. Figure 2 shows the cracks on the surface, damaged vegetation, and lowered groundwater
level [4]. Thus, it is necessary to study the deformation law of the upper layer in the mining area,
to reveal the effect of the influence law of the coal mining area on the deformation of the upper cover
formation, to control or alleviate the deformation of the overlaid formation in the mining area, and to
ensure the effective utilization of surface environment and resources in the mining area.
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thereof) [5–8]. Traditional prediction methods include a typical curve method, section function 
method, and elastic thin plate theory, with an aim of researching and establishing a full-section 
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Figure 2. Surface fragmentation and vegetation destruction above the mining area [4]. (a) Vegetation
destruction. (b) Groundwater depletion. (c) Road collapse.

Aiming at the movement and deformation of mined-out subsidence areas and the corresponding
hazards, experts worldwide have conducted significant research using various methods. They have
found that the deformation of a mined-out area is significantly affected by factors such as the mining
depth, mining method, stratum distribution, and mining range. Some results have been achieved.
For example, around the year 1950, the Polish scholar Litwiniszyn studied surface subsidence, using
a theory of random media. Later, domestic experts Liu Baochen and Liao Guohua developed a
probability integral method that was widely used in the field of surface deformation (and prediction
thereof) [5–8]. Traditional prediction methods include a typical curve method, section function method,
and elastic thin plate theory, with an aim of researching and establishing a full-section prediction model,
for, e.g., rock layers and surface subsidence [9–11]. Several studies (Guo, Qingbiao, Guo, Guang-li,
Li, et al.) [12–15] have proposed related prediction models for predicting the surface subsidence law
of a goaf. Liu, WT, et al. [16] established a mechanical calculation and analysis model for deep and
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thick coal seams, aiming to solve the practical problem of roof collapse in deep and thick coal seams.
M. Svartsjaern, T. Villegas, et al. [17,18] have conducted on-site surveys of mine surfaces to explain the
possible evolution paths of large-scale fracturing, e.g., in the lower and upper walls of the Kiirunavaara
mine. Chen, BQ, et al. [19] proposed a new method for managing the large 3D surface displacement(s)
caused by underground coal mining. Sun, YJ, et al. [20] proposed a prediction method for determining
the movement of overburdened rock based on the key layer theory and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.
Howladar, MF [21] used field surveys, questionnaire surveys, and laboratory tests to comprehensively
analyze the impacts of coal mining on surface subsidence and the surrounding water environment.
Xia Kaizong, Chen Congxin, Song Weidong, et al. [22,23] discussed a surface deformation law and
related parameter analysis after the occurrence of a collapse, based on the monitoring results of rock
movements in the western area of the Chengchao Iron Mine. Howladar, MF, Scigala, R, et al. [24,25]
systematically analyzed factors directly or indirectly related to ground subsidence in goafs. Can, E,
Gayarre, FL, et al. [26,27] studied the destruction characteristics and impacts on buildings around
the subsidence area from the ground subsidence caused by underground mining. Zha, JF, Tong,
LY, et al. [28,29] examined the deformation and destruction characteristics of the highways surrounding
a mined-out area, and proposed relevant remedial measures. Most of the above research results focused
on theoretical bases of ground subsidence after mining disturbances, or on the verification of the field
conditions for small-scale mining in a single coal seam. However, the study of the surface deformation
of the goaf of the working face under repeated mining conditions with multiple coal seams is less
comprehensive. Fewer research studies on the surface deformation law(s) and comparisons of different
mining time series; moreover, it is not easy to conduct the selection of an optimal mining time series
on site.

In addition, a theoretical calculation has to consider many influencing factors, and it is easy
to oversimplify the surface subsidence state, such as truly reflecting the actual state of movement.
Although on-site measurements can accurately describe the ground settlement, the construction period
is long, significant manpower and financial resources are consumed, and the process is difficult to
control globally. Similar model tests can reduce the problem of scale representation, but the scale effect
between small scale and engineering scale cannot be shown. Numerical simulations can be used to
reduce the surface movements of the mined-out subsidence area at a 3D reduced engineering scale.
It is easy to operate and repeat such tests, which is convenient for systematic research [30–33].

This study relies on the engineering background of the goaf subsidence area of the Beibu Coal
Mine in Laiwu City, establishes a 3D spatial numerical model, develops the surface deformation
regularities for different mining sequences of multiple coal seams, and reveals the timing effects of
mining of the surface deformation regularities on the goaf subsidence area. The research results can
effectively predict a surface deformation from corresponding geological conditions, and provide a
scientific evaluation of the safety and stability of surface structures. Moreover, the results can provide
reliable and accurate information for the treatment of goaf and surface construction and reduce the
risk of surface construction on the goaf. This improves the mining efficiency and utilization rate of the
ore body, and provides considerable economic and social benefits.

2. Engineering Background and Numerical Model Construction

2.1. Engineering Background

The Beibu Coal Mine is affiliated with the Laicheng District in Jinan City, Shandong Province.
It contains 20 layers of coal, with a total thickness of 15.86 m. The layers 2, 4, 7, 15, and 19 are the five
recoverable coal layers. In addition, the mining elevation is +137–350 m. The main coal seam of the coal
mine comprises the layers of 2, 4 coal, and it has been exploited over a large area. The top and bottom
of the coal seam are mainly siltstone, with a low compressive strength, high water absorption rate,
and low softening coefficient. After the water absorption, the rock strength decreases greatly, the rock
cohesion reduces, and the resistance to tensile and shear deformation becomes weak. The bottom plate
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has low stability. This study will mainly use the borehole data and exploration section of the Beibu
coal mine as a background for analyzing the deformation and stability of the overlying strata in a
mined-out area.

2.2. Numerical Model Building

According to the existing data, i.e., “Geological Report on Mine Closure in Beibu Coal Mine,
Laiwu City, Shandong Province” and “Report on Mine Closure in Beibu Coal Mine, Laiwu City,
Shandong Province”, the construction area on the mine ground is 1.5802 km2. For thin and fine coal
seams, the size of the numerical model must be much larger than the influence range of the coal seam
excavation considering the actual stratum occurrence status and characteristics of the goaf distribution.
Therefore, the six boundary dimensions of the model are determined as follows: the upper boundary
is bounded by a +200 m overburden (i.e., the surface, assuming the surface terrain is flat), the lower
boundary is bounded by a −400 m rock layer, the distances of the left and right boundaries are 2.7 km
each, and the distances of the front and rear boundaries are 3.6 km each. The goaf is evenly distributed
in the middle area, and the cumulative area of the model is 9.72 km2; this ensures that the boundary of
the study area is not affected when it is loaded, and ensures the accuracy of the numerical analysis.

Based on the mechanical properties of engineering materials obtained from geological data and
laboratory tests in the coal mine, the constitutive model adopted in the numerical simulation is
Mohr-coulomb model, which obeys the consolidation yield criterion of soil, and small deformation
effect is used in the calculation process. The characteristics of the chosen model is that it can be
simplified as a trilinear model (as shown in Figure 3), and the pre-peak area can be assumed as elastic
deformation stage OA, and the post-peak area can be simplified as strain softening straight line AB
and residual stress line BC. In this model, it is assumed that the stress state at any point of rock falls
on the Mohr’s stress circle after the strength exceeding its peak stress, the Mohr Coulomb strength
criterion can be satisfied as follows.

f = σ1 −
1 + sinϕ
1− sinϕ

σ3 + 2c

√
1 + sinϕ
1− sinϕ

where c and ϕ denote the cohesion and internal friction angle of the rock.
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The establishment and meshing of this numerical model are completed with the help of ANSYS
finite element software, and the conversion interface program between ANSYS and FLAC3D is used
to import the model into FLAC3D for calculation. Then, the results of various formats including
nephogram, vector map, curve, data and animation can be output, through the powerful image and
text post-processing function of FLAC3D. The model is divided into 113,436 cells and 124,764 cell
nodes, and the coordinates of the real inflection points are converted into model coordinates, as shown
in Table 1. Six boundary surfaces are defined in the model; the upper boundary surface is the surface
with free interface (research object), and the front, rear, left, right, and lower boundary surfaces are
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fixed boundary surfaces. As the area of the geometric model is much larger than that of mining area,
the side and bottom boundaries of the model are set to a zero displacement field and zero velocity
field, as shown in Figure 4. The initial stress field is generated according to the self-weight stress field,
and the acceleration from gravity is −9.8 m/s2. The loading method only considers the self-weight of
each layer, and the effect of force is not considered in other directions. As the numerical model has a
large buried depth, the ground load can be ignored, i.e., the upper surface of the model is a free surface,
and is not subjected to loading effects and constraints [35–37].

Table 1. Corresponding values of the inflection point coordinates of the mineral boundary.

Dot
X Coordinate Corresponding Value Y Coordinate Corresponding Value

Real Mine Model Mine Real Mine Model Mine

A1 4,009,900 1700 20,559,700 1000
A2 4,010,500 1900 20,559,900 1600
A3 4,011,900 1900 20,559,900 3000
A4 4,011,500 1100 20,559,100 2600
A5 4,010,300 900 20,558,900 1400
A6 4,009,900 900 20,558,900 1000

Mining depth: +137–350 m
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The formation parameters used in the model are taken from the test report of a rock mechanical
property test conducted by Shandong Tai’an Haotai Construction Engineering Quality Inspection Co.,
Ltd. Table 2 lists the physical and mechanical parameters of the formation, from top to bottom.

Table 2. Physical and mechanical parameters of each layer [4].

Lithology Natural
Density/kg·m−3

Elastic
Modulus

E/×10 GPa

Poisson’s
Ratio µ

Internal
Friction

Angle ϕ/◦

Cohesion
C/MPa

Tensile
Strength/MPa

Quaternary 1850 1.85 × 10−3 0.327 15.1 12 × 10−3 0
Changlu Group 2380 2.75 0.227 35.4 1.15 0.77
Fangzi Group 2360 2.87 0.234 36.1 1.11 0.65

Stone Box Group 2320 3.28 0.303 33.2 1.14 0.74
Shanxi Group 1 2370 3.89 0.313 38.7 1.03 1.12

Coal seam 2# 1460 0.35 0.412 23.9 1.18 0.27
Shanxi Group 2 2371 4.01 0.314 38.7 1.04 1.12

Coal layer 4# 1460 0.37 0.411 23.9 1.18 0.27
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3. Analysis of Mining Time Series Effect on Ground Deformation Law in Goaf Collapse Area of
Multiple Coal Seams

3.1. Determination of Different Mining Sequence Models

To study the influence law of the mining sequence of the 5th coal seam on the surface deformation(s)
in the Beibu Coal Mine, the mining sequences of the 5th coal seam were changed in the numerical
model and an influence law was developed for the surface deformation to reveal the effect of mining
time sequence on the surface deformation of the multi-seam goaf collapse area. Table 3 shows four
different mining sequence simulation schemes (mining sequence I is the actual mining sequence of the
Beibu Coal Mine).

Table 3. Timing of five-layer coal mining in Beibu Coal Mine.

Coal Seam
Mining Sequence

Sequence I Sequence II Sequence III Sequence IV

2# 1O 5O 2O 3O
4# 2O 4O 4O 5O
7# 3O 3O 1O 1O
15# 4O 2O 5O 4O
19# 5O 1O 3O 2O

3.2. Analysis of the Results of Mining Timing Effects on the Law of Ground Deformation

3.2.1. Deformation Contour Map Description

(1) Analysis of monitoring results of vertical ground settlement

By monitoring the vertical settlement displacement of the surface in the four mining sequences
and plotting their settlement patterns, a contour map can be constructed, as shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5a that the average total thickness of the five layers of coal is
approximately 700 cm (mining elevation is +150–350 m), and the maximum surface subsidence after
mining is 77.6 cm, accounting for 11.09% of the total thickness of the coal seam. The center coordinates
of the subsidence are (X1200 Y1600 Z208), corresponding to the real geographic coordinates (X4010500
Y20559200). Another set of large surface subsidence center coordinates are (X1350 Y2500 Z208),
also corresponding to the real geographic coordinates (X4011400 Y20559350). The subsidence value is
approximately 62.7 cm. The surface impact area is formed by the two subsidence centers diverging
to the surroundings. Simultaneously, the surface subsidence is evenly distributed inside the mine
boundary. It develops rapidly in the northern part of the mine boundary with a wide distribution area
of approximately 130 m beyond the mine boundary.

Comparing Figure 5b–d with Figure 5a reveals that the geographic location of the surface
subsidence center remains basically the same, but the distribution range of the affected surface area is
reduced. The maximum settlement values are 16.2, 30.1, and 17.3 cm, corresponding to the mining
sequence. The highest values, i.e., 22.19, 40.503, and 22.301% in sequence I, indicate that the latter three
sequences have significantly weaker surface subsidence behaviors than the former, and can alleviate
the surface subsidence to a certain extent. However, the three sequences have different degrees of
impact on the relief of the surface subsidence behavior. Among them, the mining sequences II and IV
have the highest relief and are basically the same, whereas the relief in sequence III is the smallest.
Although the possibility of surface collapse can be reduced, it is still necessary to pay attention to the
reinforcement and supplement of the surface. Therefore, from the perspective of the vertical settlement
of the ground surface, sequences II and IV can be selected for coal mining.
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By extracting the ground subsidence data of the four mining sequences at different excavation
stages, they can be drawn into a curve to quantitatively describe the vertical subsidence law of the
surface, as shown in Figure 6.Symmetry 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 16 
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It can be seen that the vertical subsidence laws of the different mining sequences are quite
different. Among them, the maximum vertical settlement decreases in the order of I-III-IV-II; the surface
settlement in mining sequence I is the largest, and those of mining sequences II and IV (from bottom
to top) are the smallest, and basically the same. In addition, the mining subsidence sequence I
causes the fastest growth rate of surface subsidence, whereas the surface subsidence caused by other
mining sequences increases relatively slowly; this indicates that mining sequence I has the strongest
disturbance to the surface. Therefore, it is recommended to use methods II and IV for coal seam mining.
If method I is used, special attention should be paid to strengthening the surface reinforcements.

(2) Analysis of monitoring results of horizontal surface deformation

The “Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3D” (FLAC3D) self-edited Fish language is used to
monitor the maximum deformation and coordinates of the output surface in the X and Y directions,
as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Horizontal surface deformation values and coordinates under each mining sequence.

Mining
Sequence

Horizontal Deformation in X Direction Horizontal Deformation in Y Direction

Maximum/cm
Occurrence Coordinates

Maximum/cm
Occurrence Coordinates

X/401- Y/2055- X/401- Y/2055-

I 31.6 0500 9400 17.7 0200 9200
II 6.5 0500 9400 4.4 0200 9200
III 12.8 0500 9400 7.6 0200 9200
IV 6.9 0500 9400 4.6 0200 9200

It can be seen that the coordinates of the horizontal deformation in the X and Y directions in the
goafs of the different mining sequences are all located inside the mining boundary, and are concentrated.
The surface deformation of mining sequence I is the largest (the two-way deformation values are 31.6
and 17.7 cm, respectively), whereas the horizontal deformations of mining sequences II and IV are
basically the same and the smallest, similar to the vertical settlement characteristics. Their values are
6.5, 4.4, 6.9, and 4.6 cm, respectively. In addition, the horizontal deformation of the X direction surface
is greater than that of the Y direction surface, but with an increase in the distance between the first and
second coal seams from the surface, the horizontal deformation values in the two directions gradually
become closer, indicating that the degrees of surface horizontal deformation in the different mining
sequences are very different.

3.2.2. Analysis of Deformation Law of Near-Surface Deep Cover Rock in Goaf

The above analysis indicates that the surface damage is generally caused by vertical settlement.
Therefore, the cross-section and vertical cross-section of the maximum settlement point of the surface
are taken as the research object, and the representative goaf sections (X = 1200 and Y = 1600) are
selected. The effect of influence laws of the above four different mining sequences on surface settlement
and deformation are analyzed. Notably, the contour discontinuity in the figures is caused by the
blockage of the goaf.

It can be seen from Figures 7–10 that the maximum settlement of the strata occurs in the roof
strata under the four different mining sequence conditions, and the maximum settlement gradually
decreases with an increase in the depth of the first coal seam burial. However, the influence range
of the settlement varies greatly. For example, it can be seen from Figure 7 that the angle between
the outermost settlement contour of mining sequence I and surface level (quaternary soil bottom)
is nearly perpendicular, with an impact range of approximately 1100–2900 m, whereas the contour
of Y to the left is at a 45◦ angle to the surface, the contour of Y to the right is at a 79◦ angle to the
surface, and the influence range is approximately 820–1980 m. For mining sequences II–III, the angles
between the left X-line contour and surface are 83◦, 87◦, and 87◦, respectively, and the angle on the
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right is nearly vertical; the impact ranges are 1240–3000 m, 1100–3000 m, and 1120–3000 m, respectively.
The angles between the contour line on the left of Y and surface for sequences II–III are 60◦, 40◦,
and 50◦, respectively, and those on the right are 78◦, 71◦, and 78◦, respectively. The influence ranges are
815–1960 m, 820–1970 m, and 810–1970 m, respectively. Therefore, when an actual infrastructure project
undermines the mined-out area, the impact area of the contact surface between the rock layer and soil
layer should be fully considered, and timely measures should be adopted, according to local conditions.
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Figure 7. Subsidence display of mining sequence I. (a) X = 1200 Contour map of overburden settlement.
(b) Y = 1600 Contour map of overburden settlement.
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Figure 8. Subsidence display of mining sequence II. (a) X = 1200 Contour map of overburden settlement.
(b) Y = 1600 Contour map of overburden settlement.Symmetry 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 16 
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Figure 9. Subsidence display of mining sequence III. (a) X = 1200 Contour map of overburden settlement.
(b) Y = 1600 Contour map of overburden settlement.
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Figure 10. Subsidence display of mining sequence IV. (b) X = 1200 Contour map of overburden
settlement. (b) Y = 1600 Contour map of overburden settlement.

In addition, if the stratum is uniform, the settlement contours are basically in smooth contact;
however, when the stratum is in contact with the soil layer (Z = 200 m elevation, quaternary soil
thickness of 8 m), an inflection point appears. The contour is slightly convex, and its horizontal
angle with the rock layer decreases. At this time, it can be considered that the thicker the quaternary
topsoil layer, the greater the influence of the goaf on the surface. This conclusion is consistent with
the regularity of the effects of the rock and soil rock displacement angles on ground deformations in
actual engineering.

3.2.3. Analysis of “S” Curve of Surface Subsidence Deformation Index of Typical Section

The profile of the largest settlement point on the surface of the mined-out area is selected
(i.e., the X = 1200 and Y = 1600 bidirectional profiles), and the slope and curvature changes of the
settlement curve are analyzed, along with the distributions of stagnation points and inflection points
across the maximum settlement point of the surface.

It can be seen that the shapes of the surface deformation at the same slice position in different
mining sequences are similar, but the differences in the subsidence range are large, and the surface
deformation characteristics at different slice positions are different. As shown in Figure 11a, the surface
subsidence curve of the four mining sequences at the profile X = 1200 is in the form of a “double valley,”
and the surface is basically in a sag state (the sag is mainly above the goaf). There are also some uplifts,
but the maximum uplift is only 1.39 × 10−4 cm; in contrast, the surface subsidence curve at the section
Y = 1600 is in the form of a conventional “single valley,” with the ground depression as the main part,
and the maximum surface uplift is only 5.4 × 10−4 cm.

Figure 11 shows that there are many inflection points in the settlement curve. The inflection
points represent changes in the unevenness of the surface settlement curve, leading to a loss of support
for the base of the ground structure, and to damage caused by gravity bending. The more evident
the unevenness of the curve on both sides of the inflection point, the more severe the damage to the
building, especially in regards to damage to the foundations of high-rigidity buildings.

It can be seen from analysis of the slope change of the ground subsidence curve that the slope of
the curve on both sides of the stagnation point can easily cause the upper building to tilt, especially
for buildings with small base areas and high upper parts. However, a local load (maximum value) or
zero stress point (minimum value) may appear in the middle of the building base directly above the
stagnation point, resulting in an uneven load on the bottom surface of the foundation. In such a case,
the foundation cannot fully exert its bearing capacity; such conditions can easily induce local instability.
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3.2.4. Analysis of “S” Curve of Horizontal Deformation Index of Typical Section

The horizontal surface deformation caused by the goaf mainly includes the horizontal displacement
and horizontal strain. The horizontal displacement is an indicator of the degree of the surface rock
movement, and the horizontal strain is an indicator of the speed of the surface rock movement. Under
different construction sequences, the degrees of horizontal deformation caused by the ground are
also different, and the corresponding coordinates of the maximum horizontal deformation positions
are also different. To provide a sharp contrast to the horizontal deformation caused by each mining
sequence, the deformation curves along the X and Y directions of the sections at X = 1200 and X = 1400
are respectively plotted.

Figure 12 depicts the horizontal deformation characteristics along X = 1200 and X = 1400 for the
different mining sequences. At X = 1200 m (the western part of the mining boundary), there is a clear
“0” point on the horizontal displacement of the surface. The horizontal displacements on both sides of
this point are different, and the building foundation above it will be affected by the frictional resistance
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between the center and the edge. At X = 1400 m (near the eastern part of the mining boundary), there
is no evident “0” point in the horizontal displacement of the surface. The displacement direction
of the surface soil layer or rock layer is the same, and the building foundation will be subject to
friction resistance in a single direction. In addition, the horizontal distribution of the horizontal
surface displacement comprises not only compressive deformation, but also tensile deformation,
as characterized by the slope of the curve. The positive value of the slope indicates the surface tensile
deformation, and the negative value indicates the compression deformation. Thus, the mine surface
mainly undergoes compressive deformation. The surface near the mine boundary is dominated by
tensile deformation. The greater the slope, the more severe the surface deformation, and the greater
the impact on the suitability of surface construction.
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3.2.5. D Effect Reduction and Optimization of Mining Order in Goaf Surface Subsidence Area

The FLAC3D numerical model is imported into tecplot10 post-processing software using the
Fish language. The data is written into Surfer to draw a 3D rendering of the surface collapse of the
goaf as shown in Figure 13, so as to reflect the vertical deformation characteristics of the different
mining sequences.

In the figure, the degree of grid distortion indicates the degree of formation deformation; the growth
of the grid indicates the extension of the formation; and the decrease of the grid indicates the formation
compression. It can be seen that the deformation of the ground collapse is quite different under
different mining conditions. The specific performance is as follows:

(1) As the depth of the first coal seam increases, the surface collapse gradually slows down. If the
first coal seam is deep enough or overlies a hard rock layer, the surface collapse deformation may
not extend to the surface, and the surface may be less (or not) affected by the goaf. However,
if the first coal seam is shallow and the mechanical properties of the overlying rock layer are poor,
it may cause significant deformation of the surface, such that the degree of cell grid distortion is
greater, and the peak of the surface collapse is higher.

(2) When the first coal seam is the same, the degree of ground subsidence is determined using
the secondary coal seam. After the first coal seam is mined, the overburden moves, and the
mechanical properties are reduced. The secondary coal seam mining is disturbed again, and the
deformation of the overburden is intensified. Therefore, if the secondary coal seam is closer to
the surface, the degree of surface collapse is more evident.
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(3) The four types of mining sequences cause large differences in the surface subsidence deformation.
Nevertheless, comprehensively considering the indicators that characterize the stability and
suitability of the surface (horizontal deformation indicators (displacement and slope) and vertical
deformation indicators (settlement, slope, and curvature)), order IV is determined to be the best
order. Simultaneously, it is considered that the mining sequence IV takes “7 coal” as the first
coal seam. This can avoid the long construction period for the roadway, lack of output, and low
mechanical operation efficiency, and can ensure a high utilization rate of the coal seam in the
mining area. However, actual coal mines often adopt mining sequence I, which is considered to
be the most unfavorable for the control of surface stability. Therefore, it is recommended that
mine engineers comprehensively consider the actual stratum and mining factors and formulate
and compare a variety of mining schemes, so as to obtain the optimal mining order.
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4. Conclusions

Based on the engineering background of five-layer coal mining in the Beibu Coal Mine in Laiwu
City, this study conducted tests on four sets of numerical models for the mining sequences of different
coal seams, analyzed the surface deformation laws of different mining sequences, and obtained the
optimal mining sequence for multiple coal seams. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The center position of the surface deformation (vertical settlement and horizontal deformation)
of the four groups of mining sequences is stable, but the deformation ranges and amounts
are quite different; however, the settlement deformation is the main difference. Among them,
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the deformation of mining sequence I is the largest at 62.7 cm. Mining sequences 2 and 4 are
basically the same, at only 22% of the value of mining sequence I.

(2) An analysis of multiple indicators (inflection point, stagnation point, and slope) of the surface
deformation curve shows that the greater the surface deformation, the more evident the curve
unevenness and slope change; the greater the unevenness of the foundation stress, the more
severe the damage to the surface structure, and the worse suitability for surface construction.

(3) As the depth of the first coal seam increases, the surface settlement gradually slows down. If the
first coal seam is deep enough or overlies a hard rock layer, the mined-out area will have little or
no impact on the surface settlement and deformation. However, if the first coal seam is shallow
and/or the mechanical properties of the overlying rock layer are poor, it may result in significant
surface deformation.

(4) When the first coal seam is the same, the ground subsidence is determined by the secondary coal
seam. After the first coal seam is mined, the overburden moves, and the mechanical properties are
reduced. The secondary coal seam mining disturbs the overburden again, which intensifies the
deformation of the overburden, causing the degree of the ground subsidence to be more evident.

(5) Based on comprehensively considering the indicators that characterize the stability and suitability
of the ground, mining sequence IV is considered as the optimal solution. It is recommended
to make a rational choice of sequence before multi-seam mining, or to replace a less-effective
sequence with the optimal mining sequence in time. This can not only avoid or overcome the
long construction period for the roadway, lack of output, and low mechanical operation efficiency,
but can also ensure a high utilization rate of the coal seam in the mining area.

The research results can provide effective guidance for surface deformations under similar
geological conditions, can help provide scientific evaluations on the surface construction, safety, and
stability of structures, which would provide considerable economic and social benefits.
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